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Abstract— In this paper a new Traffic Engineering (TE)
scheme to efficiently route sub-wavelength requests with different
QoS requirements is proposed for G-MPLS networks. In most
previous studies on TE based on dynamic traffic grooming,
the objectives were to minimize the rejection probability by
respecting the constraints of the optical node architecture, but
without considering service differentiation. In practice, some
high-priority (HP) connections can instead be characterized
by specific constraints on the maximum tolerable end-to-end
delay and packet-loss ratio. The proposed solution consists of
a distributed two-stage scheme: each time a new request arrives,
an on-line dynamic grooming scheme finds a route which fulfills
the QoS requirements. If a HP request is blocked at the ingress
router, a preemption algorithm is executed locally in order to
create room for this traffic. The proposed preemption mechanism
minimizes the network disruption, both in term of number of
rerouted low-priority connections and new set-up lightpaths, and
the signaling complexity. Extensive simulation experiments are
performed to demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (G-MPLS) is
emerging as the control-plane solution for next-generation IP
over WDM optical networks [1]. G-MPLS is an extension to
MPLS which enables Generalized Label Switched Paths (G-
LSPs) such as lightpaths to be automatically set-up or torn
down by means of a signaling protocol. One of its most
interesting application is Traffic Engineering (TE), whose main
objective is to optimize the performance of a network through
an efficient utilization of resources and to provide for Quality
of Service (QoS) guarantees.
In an IP over WDM network, optical nodes can be opti-
cal cross-connects (OXC) only or IP/MPLS routers, namely
Label-Switched Routers (LSRs), connected to OXCs or even
with WDM interfaces on their ports. A sub-wavelength con-
nection request (an electronic LSP) could be routed over a
direct lightpath (a single-hop path at the IP level) connecting
an ingress router to an egress router or over a sequence of
lightpaths (a multi-hop path at the IP level), crossing many
intermediate LSRs along its route. G-MPLS inherits most
of the MPLS mechanisms to properly route sub-wavelength
requests over optical connections [1]. As in MPLS, the ingress
routers use the network resource information (periodically up-
dated through specific link-state routing protocols, e.g. OSPF-
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TE [2]) to perform explicit routing of electronic LSPs, by
using some constraint-based routing (CBR) scheme. When
new lightpaths must be set-up in the optical network to
route incoming requests, G-MPLS runs some routing and
wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm. Once the LSP path
is decided, the ingress router uses a signaling mechanism such
as RSVP-TE to effectively route the connection [3].
The problem of routing sub-wavelength requests in optical
networks is called traffic grooming and it has been proved
to be NP-hard [4], [5]. When dynamic traffic is considered
this problem is called dynamic traffic grooming or integrated
routing, to highlight the advantage of having a unified control
plane to exploit resources both at the IP layer and the WDM
optical layer. Many heuristic methods have been developed
to deal with this problem [4], [6], [7], where most of the
attention is focused on optimizing the physical resources
usage by considering specific constraints on the optical node
architecture (i.e. number of router ports, number of fiber per
link, number of wavelength converters in the network, etc.).
While a significant amount of research has been done on
guaranteeing Quality of Service in pure IP-based networks,
the problem of providing QoS guarantees to different services
carried over high-capacity optical channels remains largely
unsolved for wavelength-routed networks [8]. In the literature,
the concept of “Quality of Service” in such networks assumes
two main meanings: service differentiation or transmission
quality, seldom jointly considered. In the first case most
papers propose Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
algorithms which allow to dynamically assign a set of wave-
lengths to higher-priority traffic in order to maximize the
revenue for the service provider [8]. In the second case the
transmission impairments introduced by the physical layer
are considered in the RWA algorithms, which assign optical
paths to incoming requests only if the resulting lightpath is
feasible (i.e. the output SNR is good enough to guarantee the
required transmission quality to the bitstream). In this case no
service differentiation is considered because the same QoS is
guaranteed for all the carried traffic [9], [10].
All these proposals consider the routing of an entire light-
path over a single- or multi-hop path. While an optical network
with traffic grooming is considered, very little attention has
been paid so far on the effects of both the physical constraints
characterizing the optical layer and the delay restrictions of a
multi-hop path over the traffic carried on the wavelengths. If
for example some packet-loss sensitive traffic (e.g. real-time
video) is carried over a lightpath experiencing strong trans-
mission impairments, the resulting SNR degradation could be
so high to compromise the signal quality requirements. If a
connection carrying delay-sensitive traffic (e.g. Voice-over-IP)
is routed over a multi-hop path, the output signal could suffer
very high end-to-end delay due to the optical-to-electronic (o-
e-o) conversions and queueing delays experienced along the
path.
To guarantee the specific requirements of different appli-
cations, a “QoS-aware” dynamic grooming scheme should
then consider these constraints when a new connection must
be routed. Unfortunately such a mechanism could not be
sufficient, because requests with tighter requirements (usually
the more profitable from the Service Provider viewpoint, thus
with High Priority - HP) are likely to be blocked by the
requests with less or no QoS requirements (Low Priority -
LP). In order to guarantee lower blocking probability to higher
priority classes, different mechanisms can be applied. In [11],
a dynamic grooming algorithm which admits HP requests in
preference over the LP ones is proposed, by implementing
an admission control mechanism which guarantees a limited
portion of resources (in term of ports number) to low priority
traffic. The main disadvantage of such a technique is how
to decide the right threshold for the resources dedicated to
LP traffic, which can lead to block many requests even if
the network has enough room for them. A more convenient
option to deal with different classes of traffic is to implement a
preemption scheme, a well-known mechanism both in general
connection-oriented networks [12] and in pure MPLS networks
[13], [14]. This mechanism is based on routing all the requests
independently from their priority and on preempting lower-
priority connections if a higher priority request can’t find a
path in the network. An application of this mechanism in the
context of a “G-MPLS-enabled” network can be found in [15].
The drawback is that class priorities are not mapped onto the
optical layer constraints, thus the HP traffic can be routed over
bad paths in term of delay and packet-loss.
In this paper a novel Traffic Engineering scheme for G-
MPLS networks is proposed, which is based on a dynamic
grooming algorithm which finds a route to fulfill the QoS
requirements of the incoming request and on a preemption
mechanism which guarantees lowest blocking probability to
HP traffic. The novelty of this integrated approach is on
guaranteeing the Quality of Service in a wavelength-routed
network from both the service differentiation and the trans-
mission quality point of view: to the best of our knowledge,
no heuristic algorithms for solving this problem for sub-
wavelength requests arriving dynamically has been devel-
oped in previous work. Furthermore, the proposed preemption
mechanism is based on an algorithm executed locally in the
ingress router which minimizes the network disruption and the
signaling complexity. A high number of rerouted traffic flows
could potentially lead to instantaneous wavelength disruption
in the network, which could have a dramatic impact over its
stability. Moreover, while considering the rerouting of one or
more electronic traffic flows, the complexity of the related
signaling mechanism must be considered, because compared
to MPLS, in G-MPLS the signaling overhead is much bigger
due to the increased number of layers to consider.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
motivations for our proposal and the problem definition, while
Section III explains the proposed integrated scheme. Then
Section IV analyzes the results.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SYSTEM MODEL
The considered network consists of   nodes interconnected
by  optical links, where each link can carry up to 
wavelengths. Each node in the network can be an LSR router
with WDM interfaces or an OXC with or without wavelength
conversion capability. Let  be the set of routers,  the set of
OXCs without wavelength converters and  the set of OXCs
with wavelength converters. The multiplexing or demultiplex-
ing of electronic LSPs at any granularity is possible only in
the nodes in  , where wavelength conversion is also possible,
while in the nodes belonging to set  and  it is possible
to perform traffic switching at wavelength granularity only.
As in [6], we assume that all the LSRs in the network have
enough ports to process all the traffic flowing through them 1,
while edge LSRs can also act as intermediate LSRs to LSPs
established between other edge LSRs. This means that in the
multi-hop case, a connection can be dropped at an intermediate
router and multiplexed with other low-speed connections on
different lightpaths before it reaches its destination.
A connection request is defined by a quadruplet

	
, where
	
and

specify the ingress and egress
routers,

indicates the amount of bandwidth required and 
specifies the Class Type (CT), by using the MPLS terminology
to aggregate classes of traffic with similar requirements [16].
In the rest of the paper we will consider only the routing
of bandwidth-guaranteed connections. We assume also an on-
line context with connection requests arriving one at a time.
When a new request arrives, the operator determines if it
can be routed on the current set of lightpaths (the so-called
Virtual Topology - VT) or if the VT needs to be modified
by setting up new lightpaths in order to accommodate the
request. Different decisions reflect different objectives in term
of network resource utilization, and are referred to as grooming
policies [4]. As a result, a request can be routed over a direct
lightpath (a single-hop path at the IP level), if it crosses only
nodes belonging to the set  between an ingress and an egress
router, or over a sequence of lightpaths (a multi-hop path at the
IP level), if it crosses nodes belonging to the set  and  as
well. Note that a lightpath in the optical domain corresponds to
a single wavelength crossing a certain number of nodes in  ,
because for nodes belonging to  we consider only electronic
wavelength converters.
A connection request carried into a single or multi-hop path
in the virtual topology can experience delay and packet loss.
1This assumption can be relaxed in this model by considering the case
where an LSR has limited processing power.
Most of delay suffered by a request derives from the queueing
delays in IP/MPLS routers and from o-e-o conversion delays in
regenerators and electronic wavelength converters [11], [17].
In fact it has been proved that in a network implementing WFQ
(weighted fair queueing) scheduling with leaky bucket traffic
shaping at ingress nodes, the maximum packet delay a request
can tolerate is proportional to the number of crossed LSRs
[18]. In this work we assume that delay-sensitive applications
can cross no more than   nodes belonging to the set  and
 along their route, which means that their multi-hop path can-
not consists of more than  	 lightpaths. The transmis-
sion impairments that digital transmission experiences along a
lightpath can impact the packet loss ratio of the connection
carried over the optical path [17]. In fact, ASE (amplified
spontaneous emission) noise in optical amplifiers, insertion
loss and crosstalk introduced by OXCs and attenuation and
PMD (Polarization Mode Dispersion) effects introduced by
the fibers can degrade the optical signal resulting in a very
high BER (bit-error rate) [9], [10]. In this work we assume
that some packet-loss sensitive traffic can be routed only
over lightpaths characterized by stringent BER requirements,
while other applications can tolerate higher BER (i.e. they
can be routed over any set-up lightpath), by managing packet
losses through retransmission. Furthermore, by assuming the
simplified hypothesis that all the fiber links introduce the same
level of transmission impairments (i.e. all the links have equal
length and the same type and number of optical amplifiers),
we can reduce the problem of selecting a good lightpath for
packet-loss sensitive traffic to the problem of limiting the
maximum number of hops for the lightpath which carries this
type of traffic. Note that this is valid for both the single- and
the multi-hop case: in fact, in this last case if only one of
the lightpaths introduce some strong impairments, producing
a high BER, the carried applications would be penalized even
though intermediate electronic regeneration. This assumption
can be relaxed by considering a more realistic network such
as in [9], [10], but at this stage we believe it is reasonable
enough to study the specific problem of guaranteeing different
QoS requirements to the sub-wavelength connection request in
an optical network. Then we assume that packet loss-sensitive
applications can be routed over lightpaths whose route is made
of no more than 
  fiber links each.
In the rest of the paper we consider two CTs only: a HP
class, characterized by minimum end-to-end delay and low
packet loss probability (high-quality real-time services, such
as interactive video), and a LP class with no QoS requirements
(e.g. Best-Effort), which can experience both high end-to-end
delay and frequent retransmission when routed over lightpaths
with higher BER or if disrupted due to rerouting.
Given a G-MPLS network with connection requests belong-
ing to different CT arriving dynamically, the objective of our
on-line TE scheme is twofold: first, it must route the request
according to the specific QoS requirements and second, it must
balance the allocation of the already established LP connec-
tions in the network to maximize the success probability for
HP traffic demands.
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Fig. 1. The layered graph representation of an optical network
A. A layered graph representation
The optical network is modelled as a layered graph [6],
where wavelengths on a link are separated into different graph
edges. The routing algorithm used to dynamically route the
connection request works on a graph which is modified after
every successful connection.
In Figure 1 a network with two wavelengths per fiber
is considered: the extended graph  in (b) is obtained by
expanding each node in the network (a) into a number of
sub-nodes, one per wavelength, and then by connecting each
sub-node to a wavelength on each incoming and outcoming
link. Let define as  the set of edges of this graph. LSRs
and OXCs with wavelength converters are represented adding
some supernodes, that topologically connect all lambda layers
through “fictitious” links with infinite capacity.
If the initial (full) capacity of each edge is normalized to
1, each time the routing algorithm finds a path between an
ingress-egress pair in  (e.g. from node  to  through  in
(c)) we modify it by removing the graph edges traversed by a
lightpath and by adding a direct edge, called cut-through with
capacity equals to  –

. The extended graph allows to model
the wavelength availability per link and the residual bandwidth
per logical link at the IP layer (see [6] for further details).
When an established lightpath is torn down because the
last connection occupying it is ended, the cut-through arc is
removed and the edges in the extended graph corresponding to
the underlying physical links are set back with full capacity.
Different grooming policies can be realized by modifying
the weights of the edges in  and then by running the Dijkstra
shortest-path-first (SPF) algorithm on the extended graph. In
fact, these weights reflect the cost of network elements such
as o-e-o converters (routers) or free wavelength on some link.
As it will be shown later, by modifying them according to
the incoming CT request, it is possible to choose a path
which minimizes the number of o-e-o conversions or which
maximizes the usage of existing lightpaths.
Three possible kind of edges can be identified in  , each
having a property tuple 
   
, where

is the edge
capacity (if ﬀ is the wavelength capacity in bandwidth units,
 
ﬀ means full capacity),  the associated weight and  the
cost metric which models the signal degradation introduced
by the transmission link:
 Wavelength Edges (WE). An edge   from node  to

on wavelength layer  is a WE if there is a physical
link from  to  and wavelength 	
 is free on this link.
For such an edge:
 
ﬀ and
 
 .
 Lightpath Edges (LE). An edge    from node  to  on
wavelength layer  is a LE if there is a direct lightpath
(cut-through) from  to  on wavelength 	 
 . For such an
edge:
 
ﬀ



, if  connections (LSPs) with
bandwidth   are running over it (  ﬁﬀ ﬀ ), and ﬂ  
ﬃ ,
if the lightpath crosses 
ﬃ fiber links.
 Converter Edges (CE). These are all the so-called ficti-
tious edges    between the super-nodes in  and the
nodes belonging to the wavelength layers. For such an
edge:   and  "! .
III. A TRAFFIC ENGINEERING SCHEME FOR QOS ROUTING
The proposed Traffic Engineering scheme for QoS routing
in IP over WDM network is composed of two main compo-
nents: a dynamic grooming algorithm which routes connection
requests with specific QoS requirements according to the
constraints of the physical layer, and a preemption mechanism
which is triggered every time an HP request is blocked and
whose function is to preempt LP connections in the network,
thus guaranteeing lowest blocking probability to high-priority
connections.
A. QoS-aware Dynamic Grooming
Many dynamic grooming algorithms have been proposed
recently, among them [6], [4], [7]. Unfortunately, no com-
parisons have been done among all these proposals in order
to understand which algorithm performs the better, mainly
because almost each proposal uses a specific representation
model for the multi-layer IP over WDM network. For all
schemes the basic idea is to perform a constraint-based routing
algorithm in order to maximize the utilization of the network
resources thus minimizing the blocking probability. The QoS
requirements are not considered in all the proposed algorithms,
thus no attention is paid on the impact of the route selection
both in term of delay and signal degradation, which instead
are fundamental when an operator wants to guarantee a certain
quality to specific class types.
In order to take into consideration the specific physical
constraints described in the previous Section, new “QoS-
aware” dynamic grooming algorithms are needed. Then a HP
request can be routed on an optical path characterized by a
a maximum number of o-e-o conversions    , where every
single lightpath is made of no more than 
  fiber links
each. An LP request instead can be routed on any sequence of
lightpaths, while crossing whatever number of router or OXCs.
As specified in [4], when a request 
	   arrives in
some ingress router, there are four possible operations that
can be applied. For each of them it is possible to modify the
weights assigned to all the edges in the extended graph in order
to get different objectives when applying the SPF algorithm.
 RouteDirect: route the traffic onto an existing lightpath
connecting directly 	 to  . In this case, no Dijkstra
algorithm is applied on  , but instead the request is routed
over a LE having enough residual bandwidth to route the
request.
 RouteVT: route the traffic over the existing VT. The SPF
algorithm runs over a skimmed graph where all the WEs
and LEs with capacity less than

are removed.
 RouteNew: set up a new lightpath  connecting
	
to

.
The SPF algorithm runs over a skimmed graph where all
the LEs are removed2.
 RouteMixed: set up a certain set of new lightpaths, which
do not connect 	 and  directly, and route the traffic
through them and some existing lightpaths in order to
maximize the usage of the VT. This is usually applied
when some of the previous operations has not find any
path, by trying to maximize the usage of the existing
lightpaths just by adding as few new lightpaths as possible
in the optical network.
Compared to the operations proposed in [4], here the
constraints which characterize higher priority requests lead to
some specific difference. For example, when a HP request
must be routed, all the LEs  with

ﬃﬁ#

  are skimmed
from  in both RouteDirect and RouteVT, while in RouteNew
the resulting path is accepted only if  ﬃ%$ 
  . Moreover,
for an HP request, the resulting path is accepted if  ﬃ&$


 and the number of o-e-o conversions is no more than
 
 . In particular, RouteMixed has different implementations
according to  : for an LP request the objective is to maximize
the existing lightpaths usage by assigning a small weight '
(with 'ﬂ(  ) to all LEs, while for all WEs *)   . For a
HP request instead, the objective is to assign a path which
minimizes the number of conversions in the network. Here

)
 
' for all WEs apart from the ones going from a node
belonging to set  to a node belonging to set  or  , for
which

)
 
 : in fact, a path which crosses such an edge will
experience an o-e-o conversion. For the same reason, for all
the LE respecting

ﬃ$ 

 ,

ﬃ
 
 otherwise

ﬃ
  
.
Each operation can be applied only if some prerequisites
are satisfied: for example when no direct lightpaths connect
node
	
to

, RouteDirect cannot be applied.
Different grooming objectives can be achieved by modifying
the sequence of operations. In this paper we are not interested
in studying the impact of different grooming policies on
the overall blocking probability per-se but instead we are
interested in their impact over the entire TE scheme to guar-
antee specific QoS requirements for the incoming requests. In
particular, every time a new HP request arrives at some ingress
router
	
, we consider two “extreme” grooming policies:
2Here different Wavelength Assignment algorithms could be applied,
Random-Fit, First-Fit, Least-Loaded or Most-Loaded among the others. In
our simulations we apply the first one, because the obtained performances
were quite similar.
1) VT-first: Maximize the Virtual Topology usage
RouteDirect   RouteVT   RouteNew   RouteMixed
2) PT-first: Maximize the optical resources usage
RouteDirect   RouteNew   RouteVT   RouteMixed
Basically, VT-first always tries to route the request over
the existing lightpaths before modifying the VT; while the
utilization of the optical resources is definitely improved, the
required electronic processing at intermediate hops is also in-
creased. PT-first instead increases the logical connectivity
at IP level (the resulting VT will be more connected), but leads
to a heavy usage of the available optical resources.
While instead an LP request must be routed, in order to
minimize its impact over the network, a new direct lightpath
from the ingress to the egress router should be installed
only when no other possibilities are available. Then only one
grooming policy is applied in this case:
RouteDirect   RouteVT   RouteMixed
Note that the last operation includes the possibility to set-up
a new direct lightpath as a last option, only when the related
path costs less than setting up a mixed path with existing and
new lightpaths.
If the incoming request cannot find a path, the traffic must
be blocked if it is low-priority, while a preemption algorithm
is applied if it is high-priority.
B. Connection Preemption Algorithm
In MPLS the preemption is implemented in a distributed
way by using the RSVP signaling protocol. Basically, when
an LSP having priority  (where ! $ ﬀ and ! is the
highest priority) needs to be set-up, its priority is sent in the
PATH message along the route selected in the ingress router.
Each time this message reaches an intermediate LSR, if the
available capacity on the outgoing link is not sufficient to carry
the request, a local selection of the lower-priority LSPs to be
preempted is performed by the router, and then the proper
notification messages is sent upstream to the routers which
should try to reroute (or block) these LSPs. This mechanism
can potentially involve all the edge LSRs in a network to
finalize the set-up of one high-priority LSP.
Many distributed algorithms for routers implementing a
preemption mechanism have been proposed in literature to
select the best LSP to reroute, according to different objectives
(typically: minimizing the number of reroutings in the net-
work). In [12], [13] the proposed algorithms are optimal with
respect to their objective functions: in the rest of the paper,
we indicate them as global preemption algorithms (GPA),
to highlight this optimal behavior and the involvement of
many edge routers in the network. Thus from the point of
view of the signaling, they could result in a large amount
of RSVP messages around the network which increase the
amount of overhead. When considering a network based on
Generalized MPLS, the complexity of this mechanism is even
more complex, because the signaling must take into account
much more information regarding the optical layer.
The proposed TE scheme considers a preemption mech-
anism which is based on a simpler implementation both
1. for each LP 	
 crossing (  ) in ( 


) hop
2. assignWeightSH ( 	
 )
3. ﬀﬂﬁﬃ "!#ﬀ$%	!& ('*) sorting ( ﬀ$$
 )
4. if ( &ﬁﬃ+ "!#	%$!ﬂ -,
/.
)
5. ﬃ0!&ﬃ0ﬀ$213'4) pickLowest ( &ﬁﬃ+ "!ﬂ5	%$!ﬂ )
6. dynGroomAlgo ( ﬃ0!&ﬃ0ﬀ$21 )
7. else for each LP 	
 crossing (  ) in (  


) hops
8. assignWeightMH ( 	
 )
9. ﬀﬂﬁﬂﬃ+ "!#ﬀ$%$!ﬂ ('*) sorting ( ﬀ$
 )
10. if ( ﬂﬁﬂﬃ+ "!#ﬀ$%$!ﬂ %,
4.
)
11. ﬃ0!ﬂﬃ+ﬀ$216'4) pickLowest ( ﬂﬁﬂﬃ+ "!#ﬀ$%$!ﬂ )
12. dynGroomAlgo ( ﬃ0!&ﬃ0ﬀ$71 )
Fig. 2. The local preemption algorithm (LPA)
from the algorithmic and the signaling point of view. In the
following, the proposed algorithm is called local preemption
algorithm (LPA) to distinguish it from the optimal one (GPA).
The idea comes from the property of LSR routers in MPLS
to have complete information about the crossing LSPs (each
node mantains information about all the LSPs that originate,
terminate or cross the node itself [15]). Then, by focusing only
on the ingress routers of the network, the simplest suboptimal
preemption mechanism to apply is to perform local selection of
one or few low-priority LSPs to preempt when a high-priority
LSP is blocked.
Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code of the local preemption
algorithm in a G-MPLS network, which is triggered every time
a HP request
 	   
is blocked in the ingress router
	
.
The algorithm performs a simple local search through all the
low-priority LSPs originated or crossing node
	
, with final
or intermediate destination  , looking for the best LSP (or
LSPs) to preempt in order to leave its route to the incoming
request. When looking for (one or more) LSPs to preempt in
the network, LPA first searches for LSPs carried over some
direct lightpath from 	 to  (lines 1–6, where 8:9<;>= is the
number of crossed Lightpath Edges), and then for LSPs carried
over a multi-hop lightpath (lines 7–12), simply because it is
always better to route HP traffic over direct lightpaths, while
leaving multi-hop paths to LP traffic.
As shown in the Figure, there is a different function which
assigns the weights to the LSPs in the two cases: the single-
or the multi-hop. By using the concept expressed in the
     @?    algorithm [12], A 		  ﬀ  CB   ﬀ 	D  
 assigns this
weight E GF to each LP LSP  -th crossing the LE  -th (note
that there could be multiple parallel LE connecting 	 to  ,
because of the multi-layer characteristic of a WDM network):
E
HF
 

HF
JI
F
I
F
where

HF is the bandwidth used by the LSP  -th and I F is
the difference between

and the residual bandwidth on LE

-th. The idea is to preempt LSP according to this order: if
some LSP with positive weight exists, it should be rerouted
first a single LSP with the lower bandwidth

GF (but such that

HF
KI
F
  
if I F4L
  ! ), then an LSP with bandwidth (equal
or) bigger than  . If only LSPs with negative weights exist,
two or more of them (in order to free at least bandwidth  , or

JI
F if I F L
  ! ) should be rerouted.
The second function A
		
 ﬀ  CB

 ﬀ
	D
 
 considers only LP
LSPs crossing two or more LEs. The constraints for HP traffic
impose to skim from  all the LEs  whose cost

F
# 

  .
Furthermore, weights must be assigned in order to preempt
first LSPs crossing the lower number of o-e-o conversions.
In the multi-hop case is more difficult to find potential LSPs
to preempt compared to the single-hop case: first of all, for
each LSP  -th originated or crossing node 	 and with final
or intermediate destination  , we must find the crossed LE  -
th with the minimum residual bandwidth  F . Then, indicated
with

GF the bandwidth used by this LSP, the LSP itself is a
preemptable connection only if
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Here E  is the weight assigned to each potential LSP  -th,


its bandwidth and

 the number of experienced conversions
(equal to 8:9 ;>=   ), while  A  E   and  A  E 
  is the
maximum value of E  when (   ﬀ  ) and (      ) respectively.
With such weights, the LSP with the smaller bandwidth (but
such that




   ) and the minimum number of o-e-o
conversions is given the smallest weight, then it is the first
one selected to preempt.
In both cases if some LSP (or two or more LSPs with
the same path) to reroute is found, then the incoming HP
request must be routed over its path, while the LSP (or LSPs)
must be rerouted by using some dynamic grooming algorithm
(or blocked if necessary). We consider that proper MPLS
mechanisms guarantee a hitless rerouting of an LSP inside
the network.
Compared to GPA, LPA allows to minimize the number
of LSPs to reroute, which are more than one only in the
case we need to preempt some low-bandwidth LSP, with great
benefit for the network disruption. Furthermore, by limiting the
execution of the preemption algorithm to the ingress router
	
only, instead of having an algorithm executed in many LSRs
along the request path as in GPA, very few RSVP messages
would flow through the network to manage the preemption. In
particular the signaling involves the ingress router and some
edge LSRs only if the low-priority LSPs to reroute are not
originated in
	
.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed Traffic
Engineering scheme, an extensive set of experiments have
been executed. Simulation have been performed on different
network topologies, both with low and high number of nodes:
thanks to the consistency of the results, only the graphs relating
to the well-known topology of [6] are shown.
Each wavelength has a full capacity ﬀ
 

!
units, and
connection requests have bandwidth demand   distributed
uniformly between  and  units, independently from their
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Fig. 3. Success probability for MOCA vs. PT-first and VT-first
priority. Requests arrive between each ingress-egress pair
according to a Poisson process with an average rate 	 , and
their holding times are exponentially distributed with mean
1/  . Ingress and egress router pairs for each LSP set-up request
are chosen randomly. The network is loaded with 
! ! ! !
requests during one trial, and the performance are evaluated
by considering average values calculated over 
!
runs. The
percentage of traffic routed in the network is 
!
for LP
traffic and 
!
for HP traffic. These percentages have been
chosen in order to have appropriate results from the point of
view of the blocking probability when a dynamic grooming
algorithm is applied. Regarding the physical constraints used
in the experiments, 
 
 
 and       have been
chosen for the High-Priority Class. In fact these values are
very dependent on the topology of the optical network; in
particular 
  depends very much on the network diameter,
while having   
 
 can be very restrictive for topologies
where few core nodes have LSR capabilities. The number of
wavelengths considered in all the tests is
  
 .
The first set of tests compare the “QoS-aware” grooming
algorithms VT-first, PT-first and the Minimum Open
Capacity Algorithm (MOCA) proposed in [6]. Traffic requests
are limited only to some specific ingress and egress router pairs
because MOCA can work only when this strong assumption
is considered. In this first test, the same pairs as in [6] have
been considered for comparison. However it is important to
highlight that our scheme allows to relax this constraint.
Figure 3 shows the success probability of MOCA, VT-
first and PT-first for each CT. MOCA performs the
better for LP traffic, when no requirements are needed to
route successfully a connection, while its performance is much
worse than our grooming algorithms for HP traffic. This
behavior is due to the fact that MOCA is a dynamic grooming
algorithm whose main objective is to perform load balancing
distribution of the traffic: because the average number of
physical hops crossed by each request is very high, it performs
very badly when HP traffic must be routed over the network.
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Fig. 4. Success probability with and without LPA: PT-first
Actually, the better performance for LP traffic can be justified
also by the fact that more room is left free due to the higher
probability of blocking for HP traffic. Furthermore this Figure
shows that the resulting blocking probability is very high even
for very low network load due to the restrictions on the ingress
and egress router pairs.
Another important aspect to consider is the complexity of
a dynamic grooming algorithms. In fact each time a new
LSP needs to be routed over the network with MOCA, the
maximum flow between each ingress-egress pair nodes has to
be computed in      
   [6] before applying the traditional
 

  

SPF algorithm. Our grooming algorithms instead route
each connection request by using the SPF algorithm only.
As expected, for all the proposed dynamic grooming algo-
rithms a higher blocking probability is experienced by high-
priority traffic. In the following, we analyze the impact of the
preemption mechanism proposed in Section III-B. In the rest
of this Section, we relax the assumption on the position of the
ingress-egress router pairs, which are randomly selected every
time a new request is loaded in the network.
Figure 4 shows the success probability for the PT-first
dynamic grooming algorithm when a “local” preemption
mechanism (LPA) is applied. VT-first performs very sim-
ilarly, thus results are not included: in both cases the obtained
gain is quite high, and in particular it can be noticed that by
using LPA, the success probability for HP traffic is increased
by about    , while it decreases dramatically for LP traffic.
Figure 5 shows the performance of LPA when PT-first
and VT-first is applied. Compared to Figure 3, the success
probability is increased dramatically for HP traffic to the
detriment of LP traffic. It can be noticed that when the PT-
first grooming algorithm is applied, the success probability
for the HP traffic class is always higher than the one obtained
with VT-first. This can be explained by the implicit
mechanism used in PT-first, which always tries to set-up
a new lightpath (a direct one) when a new request is arrived,
thus guaranteeing a a higher connectivity in the VT and then
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more available routes for HP traffic.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the success probability
when the proposed LPA and the optimal preemption algo-
rithm (GPA) are applied: only the results when the PT-
first grooming scheme is applied are indicated, because
VT-first performs very similarly. The GPA mechanism
considered in these simulations is implemented by using the
mechanism proposed in the  
   @?    algorithm [12]. LPA
performs quite well compared to the optimal algorithm, which
always find a route for HP requests. In fact the success
probability is quite high (more than  !  ) even at high network
loads, when the LP traffic experience a higher blocking
probability.
When considering the impact of the proposed TE scheme
in term of network disruption there are two main parameters
to consider: the percentage of rerouted or blocked LP LSPs
and the number of lightpaths which are set-up when LP LSPs
must be rerouted in the network to leave room for incoming
HP connection requests.
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Figure 7 shows the percentage of rerouted LSPs, calculated
as number of rerouted LSPs over the total number of LP LSPs
routed with success. As expected, when using the proposed
LPA this ratio is much lower (roughly the half!) than in the
optimal case. The same behavior has been verified when the
ratio of blocked LP LSPs is considered. In both cases, the
lowest ratio of preempted LSPs is obtained by using the PT-
first grooming policy instead of VT-first. When instead
the absolute number of set-up lightpaths when LP LSPs are
rerouted is considered (Figure 8), GPA sets up between  ! 
and 
!
more lightpaths on average compared to LPA, while
the lower number of new lightpaths is reached when PT-
first is used. In fact, by using VT-first the Virtual
Topology would be highly loaded on average, thus forcing the
set-up of new-lightpaths when a LP LSP needs to be rerouted.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel Traffic Engineering scheme for G-MPLS networks
to efficiently route sub-wavelength requests with different
QoS requirements has been proposed in this paper. Compared
to previously proposed TE schemes, the objectives are to
minimize the rejection probability for high-priority traffic by
respecting specific constraints on the maximum tolerable end-
to-end delay and packet-loss ratio at the same time. The
proposed scheme consists of an on-line dynamic grooming
scheme which routes an incoming request by respecting the
specific QoS requirements, while a preemption algorithm
guarantees that high-priority requests experience a reduced
blocking probability compared to low-priority ones.
Simulations performed on different topologies shows that
the proposed “local” preemption mechanism minimizes the
network disruption both in term of number of preempted LP
connections and new set-up lightpaths. The best results, even
in term of success probability, are obtained when the PT-
first grooming policy is applied, thus when the set-up of
new lightpaths is preferred to the routing of incoming request
over the existing Virtual Topology. An important aspect of
this mechanism is the reduced signaling complexity: in fact, by
reducing the number of LSPs to preempt, very few edge LSRs
are involved in the signaling, thus very few RSVP messages
flow through the network to manage the preemption.
Future improvements of the proposed TE scheme should
consider a more accurate representation of the network which
considers the number of ports per LSR in the network or even
the specific physical properties of the optical devices (fibers,
OXCs, amplifiers,...) in order to better evaluate the real impact
of specific lightpaths to guarantee the transmission quality of
high-priority connections.
Furthermore, by considering the two highlighted constraints,
delay and packet-loss, it is possible to consider more inter-
mediate (e.g. normal-priority, NP) classes of traffic: it could
be interesting to study the impact of different preemption
policy when more than two Class Types are considered in the
network. For example, for NP connections with constraints on
the maximum end-to-end delay only, it could be interesting
to consider the case of preempt them when a HP request is
blocked, but limiting the number of possible reroutings such
a connection can experience during its lifetime.
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